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Scheduling vs Planning 
•  Scheduling  
–  Decide when and how to  
perform a given set of actions 
•  Time constraints 
•  Resource constraints 
•  Objective functions 
•  Planning 
–  Decide what actions to use to achieve a set of objectives 
•  Performing planning and scheduling in sequence is 
difficult or impossible when planning for complex 
systems 
–  Concurrent actions 
–  Shared resources 































































































































































































































































































Time Windows: B 2 [5, 26], C 2 [2, 28], D 2 [9, 30]
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Solving	an	Example	STN	
y“Solving” Sample STN (ctd.)y
















Remaining Time Windows: B 2 [5, 16], C 2 [2, 18]
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y“Solving” Sample STN (ctd.)y
















Remaining Time Windows: C 2 [7, 16]
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y“Solving” Sample STN (ctd.)y
















Easy to verify that this is a solution.




































































A negative edge AC is dominated by a negative edge AB






Note: AB and AC have the same source node: A.
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yRemove Dominated Edges (ctd.)y
A non-negative edge AC is dominated
by a non-negative edge BC






Note: BC and AC have the same destination node: A.





































⇤(Muscettola, Morris, and Tsamardinos 1998)
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yDispatching the STNy













Pick Z from E. Set Z = 0.
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













X = {Z}, E = {B,C}; B 2 [5, 26], C 2 [2, 28], D 2 [0, 30].
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













Let t advance to 12; Pick B from E; Set B = 12.
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













X = {Z,B}, t = 12, E = {C}, C 2 [12, 18], D 2 [16, 30]
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













Let t advance to 16, pick C from E, set C = 16.
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













X = {Z,B,C}, t = 16, E = {D}, D 2 [18, 30]
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













Let t advance to 25, pick D from E, set D = 25.
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y













Solution: Z = 0, B = 12, C = 16, D = 25.
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yDispatching the STN (ctd.)y
Easy to check that Z = 0, C = 20, B = 23, D = 28 can



































Uncertainty can be seen as a game between an Executor and the
adversarial Nature.
Rules
The Executor schedules a set of Controllable Time Points (Xc)
The Executor must fulfill a set of temporal constraints called Free
Constraints (Cf )
The Nature tries to prevent the success of the executor scheduling a
set of Uncontrollable Time Points (Xu)
The Nature must fulfill a set of temporal constraints called
Contingent Constraints (Cc)
10/49









As , Ae , Bs are Controllable Time Points (Xc)
Be is an Uncontrollable Time Point (Xu)
represents Free Constraints (Cf )
represents Contingent Constraints (Cc)
Taxonomy
Let {x1, ..., xk} =˙ Xc ﬁ Xu.
STPU TCSPU DTPU
No disjunctions Interval disjunctions Arbitrary disjunctions
(xi ≠ xj) œ [l , u] (xi ≠ xj) œ
t
w [lw , uw ]
x












Flavors	of	Controllability	Temporal Problem with Uncertainty Solution
Three possible degrees of Controllability
Strong Controllability (No observation)
Find a fixed schedule for controllable time points that fulfills all the free
constraints for every possible assignment to uncontrollable time points
fulfilling contingent constraints.
Dynamic Controllability (Past observation)
Find a strategy, that depends on past observations only, for scheduling
controllable time points that fulfills all the free constraints for every
possible assignment to uncontrollable time points fulfilling contingent
constraints.
Weak Controllability (Full observation)
Find a strategy for scheduling controllable time points that fulfills all the
free constraints for every possible assignment to uncontrollable time points
fulfilling contingent constraints.
12/49
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C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
If A = 0, when is it safe to execute B?
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ySTNU Graphy
• Nodes and Edges as in an STN graph
Y  X 2 [3, 7] () X Y
7
 3
• Contingent Links() Labeled Edges⇤
C   A 2 [3, 7] () A C
c : 3
C :  7
Labeled edges repre ent unc ntrollable possibilities.
⇤ (Morris and Muscettola 2005)
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yEdge-Generation Rulesy





(Morris and Muscettola 2005)
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yThe No-Case Ruley
Q S T3 4
7
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yThe Upper-Case Ruley
Q C A3 C : 10
C : 7
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yThe Lower-Case Ruley
A C Xc : 3  5
 2
(Applies since  5  0)
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yThe Cross-Case Ruley
A C A2c : 3 C2 : 8
C2 : 5
(Applies since  8  0 and C 6⌘ C2)
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yThe Label-Removal Ruley
X A CC : 1 c : 3
 1
(Applies since 1  3)
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ySemi-Reducibilityy
A path is semi-reducible if it can be transformed into a path
with no lower-case edges.
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yFundamental Theorem of STNUsy
For an STNU S , with graph G, and APSSRP matrix D⇤, the
following are equivalent:
• S is dynamically controllable
• G has no semi-reducible negative loops
• D⇤ has non-negative values on its main diagonal
(Morris and Muscettola 2005; Morris 2006; Hunsberger 2010; 2013b)













































C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
If A = 0, when is it safe to execute B?
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ySTNU Exampley







C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
If A = 0 and B = 2, then problem if C > 7.
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ySTNU Exampley







C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
If A = 0 and B   4, then no problems!
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ySTNU Exampley







C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
If A = 0 and C = 3, then B > 3 no problem!










C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
Contingent Link: (A, 2, 9, C)
Strategy: As long as C unexecuted,
B must wait at least 4 after A.
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yDynamic Controllability (DC)y
An STNU is dynamically controllable (DC) if:
there exists a dynamic strategy . . .
for executing the non-contingent time-points . . .
such that all of the constraints will be satisfied . . .
no matter how the contingent durations turn out.
) A dynamic strategy can react to contingent executions.
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yReal-Time Execution Decisions⇤y
The semantics for dynamic controllability can be stated in
terms of Real-Time Execution Decisions (RTEDs):
• WAIT:
Wait for some activated contingent link to complete.
• (t, ):
If nothing happens before time t 2 R, then execute
the (non-contingent) time-points in   at time t.
⇤ (Hunsberger 2009)










C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
Contingent Link: (A, 2, 9, C)
Initial Decision: (4, {B})
(If nothing happens before time 4, execute B at 4.)










C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
Contingent Link: (A, 2, 9, C)
Possible Outcome: C executes at time 2.
Next decision: (3, {B})
(If nothing happens before time 3, execute B at 3.)










C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
Contingent Link: (A, 2, 9, C)
Initial Decision: (4, {B})
(If nothing happens before time 4, execute B at 4.)










C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
Contingent Link: (A, 2, 9, C)
Possible Outcome: C does not execute yet;
so B is executed at 4
Next decision: WAIT (for C to execute)










C   A 2 [2, 9]
C   B  5
(i.e., B   C   5)
A
Contingent Link: (A, 2, 9, C)
Possible Outcome: C does not execute yet;
so B is executed at 4
Next decision: WAIT (for C to execute)
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Backup	
Planning	under	Uncertainty		
•  Solu-on	to	a	Planning	problem:	a	sequence	of	
ac-ons	that	transforms	an	ini-al	state	to	one	
that	realizes	a	set	of	goals,	possibly	op-mizing	
a	cost	func-on	along	the	way.	
– Uncertainty	forces	us	to	reconsider	this	deﬁni-on.	
